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Belts for curved 
conveyors.



Curved & Spiral 
conveyors.
Special conveyors utilized when space is limited or direc-

tional change in the flow of products is required. Power 

Curves and Spiral conveyors can accomplish a simple turn 

or elevate/decline parcels from one level to the next.

 esbelt has developed a range of belts for these appli-

cations. These belts need to be flexible, strong, stable and 

able to withstand significant flex fatigue due to the 

unconventional flexing the belt undergoes during opera-

tion.

 esbelt manufactures Power Curve belting in 3000 

mm (118”) width and through experience can provide 

many belts with one splice maximizing fabrication qua-

lity and belt performance. When Spirals and specialized 

belts require multiple splices the esbelt system and belt 

materials deliver the required reliability through consistent 

materials and fabrication performance.

 esbelt belts allow the system to operate 

as designed, providing reliable parcel control in 

Curved and Spiral conveyors as well as inclines, 

declines, gapping, merging, accumulation and di-

verters. Our ability to cut from wide material and 

use only one splice results in high dimensional 

stability providing reliable transference without 

changing the orientation of the products.

PRODUCTION



Curved belts with lateral 
guide.

The working life of a curved belt is 
almost always determined by how long 
the lateral guide lasts.

The main defects in the lateral guides are the following, 
in this order:

1. Detachment/breakage of the profile attachment point.

2.  Breakage or cracking of the profile at several points  
 along its length due to excessive rigidity after a given  
 period of use.

3.  Deterioration of the profile due to over-heating, ei - 
 ther because of a defective attachment (misalignment  
 with respect to the belt), poorly sewn or opening of  
 the splice.

esbelt profile with rebuilt joint.

Profile with standard joint.

ADVANTAGES BENEFITS

Preparing a curved belt requires a high degree 

of experience and precision: calculation, cutting 

and splicing, as well as attaching and sewing the 

profile. We have highly qualified technicians and 

specialised machinery to produce high quality 

belts.

Lower cost of belt due to longer lasting.

No breakdowns or problems caused by the belt, 

leading to stoppages and loss of productivity.

Highly flexible thermoplastic material, high mecha-

nical resistance to abrasion, wear and tear, as well 

as oxygen, ozone and low temperatures. Esbelt 

extrudes lateral profiles adapted to any kind of 

design.

Profile with no visible or irregular attachment 

point, rebuilt splice (see photo 1). Perfect endless 

ring, same thickness, finish and flexibility along 

its whole length.

The profile circulates smoothly without jumps, preven-
ting accidents due to breakage or premature alignment.

Why choose esbelt belts + profiles?

PREPARATION
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Esbelt, S.A.
Provença, 385
08025 Barcelona
Spain
Tel. +34-93 207 33 11
www.esbelt.com
spain@esbelt.com

Esbelt GmbH
Habichtweg 2
41468 Neuss
Germany
Tel. +49-2131 9203-0
www.esbelt.de
info@esbelt.de

Esbelt Corporation
1071 Cool Spring Industrial Dr.  
O’Fallon,  MO 63366 
USA
Tel. +1-636 294 2267
www.esbelt.us
esbelt@esbelt.us

Esbelt SAS
190 Av. du Roulage / ZA du Roulage
32600 Pujaudran
France
Tel. +33-5 42 54 54 54
www.esbelt.fr
esbelt@esbelt.fr

Esbelt ApS
Agerhatten 16B - Indgang 2
DK-5220 Odense SØ
Denmark
Tel. +45 70 20 62 09
www.esbelt.dk
esbelt@esbelt.dk


